"The child is father of the man" is the philosophy of the paediatrician, hence the recent trend of intense interest in child development, which embraces the study of factors which influence the growth of the body, mind, personality and spirit from conception to maturity and ultimate achievement. As practitioners of medicine it is natural that much of our effort should be used in the diagnosis and care of those who have little potential or fail to reach their optimum in few or many respects. By contrast, how rarely do we interest ourselves in the development of the highly gifted, and the genetic and environmental influences that lead the rare genius to the achievement of excellence! The qualities of genius have been variously defined: "Originality and uniqueness of vision so far above the ordinary as not to be explained in the normal terms of genetic inheritance; character and singleness of purpose are as important as the more sublime and visionary elements" (Tennyson, 1970) . "An extra quality which liberates man from external circumstances". (Burnett James, 1960) .
This year, the world is celebrating the bicentenary of the birth of Beethoven, the greatest musical genius of all time in the opinion of many.
His influence is as strong as ever and still musicologists are devoting their lives to the study of (Apley, 1964 In appearance he was a short stocky boy with dark hair and grey-blue eyes. Dr. Mueller described him: (Thayer) "a shy and taciturn boy the necessary consequence of the life apart which he led, observing and pondering more than he spoke, and disposed to aban-don himself entirely to the feelings awakened by music and (later) by poetry and to the pictures painted by fancy"! He often lay on his attic bed looking out on to the river and the lovely seven hills beyond. Since early childhood he had loved to be alone in the countryside, so his leisure was spent walking there, studying natural events and going for trips on the river with his father. He occasionally played with his brothers and neighbour's children, and stories suggest that he enjoyed the usual boyish pranks.
Musical Education
This started in his 4th year as soon as he was able to reach the keyboard of the klavier, which necessitated standing on a wooden bench. His father began to teach him and soon recognised his talent, using stern methods and conventional technique for the harpsichord as expounded by the Italian and German keyboard teachers early in the century, which gave little scope for light and shade of expression. The child was often in tears but made to continue his studies unremittingly. He also learnt to play the violin for which he had little aptitude, often playing out of tune with wrong notes so that "even the flies and spiders fled from his bad scraping": (Schindler, 1840) .
His father being so poor sought to exploit the child as an infant prodigy following the example of Mozart 10 years previously. When he was in his 8th year, his father arranged for him to play at a concert in Cologne. As the boy looked small he falsified his age to 6 years. (Larkin 1970) . In March 1827, surrounded by physicians and friends he died dramatically in a thunderstorm with his arm raised to heaven.
As we enjoy these last great works of Beethoven, the dilemma can surely be answered, "Must it be? Yes, it must be", for "Genius does what it must"! (Meredith) .
